Do you like Japan? Do you want to work in Japan?
“I want to work in Japan to make the life of my family easier”
“If I can speak Japanese, I can reach my dreams”
Lot of people want to learn Japanese in the world.
However, it is very difficult to learn Japanese.
For example:


There is no place to study Japanese in some areas.



School fees are very expensive.



Self-study is difficult because people lose their motivation.

So many Japanese learners give up their studies.
Then, some came to Japan to enter into Japanese schools with expensive fees. But after they
graduated school, they couldn’t find a job and went back to their countries.
Some people returned to their countries because they couldn’t communicate with Japanese
even if they have studied Japanese at school for a couple of years.
Others paid a lot of money to come to Japan and to work in Japanese factories through
human resources brokers. But sadly they couldn’t get enough payment from their companies
and they still had to pay their loan.
There are lots and lots of sad stories among Japanese learners.

In Japan, news of malicious human resources brokers and malicious Japanese language
schools are reported almost every day, and the painful stories of people from overseas who
came to Japan with dreams are flowing.

The following stories are the most common but many others stories exist:

“I came to Japan to borrow money and study Japanese but I had to work too much to pay
back my debts. Then I didn't have enough time to study at school and learn Japanese. And I
had to return to my country after the deadline without having learnt Japanese”

“I entered a Japanese language school and came to Japan, I was forced to return home
because school did not teach me. There was no availability left because the school
overcharged classes.”

GA has professional instructors who teach Japanese language and Japanese business
manners to students from various countries. Furthermore, the company has lecturers who
teach Japanese in foreign countries and specialists in Japanese culture. All of them gather to
work for those who want to learn Japanese language and culture.

With the e-learning "Cool Japan manyuki" operated by GA, you can learn Japanese in a
funnier way than a traditional boring method. We focus on developing the communication
skills of "speaking and listening" by eliminating things that are not necessary in everyday life
as much as possible.

Japan is a high-context culture. Japanese communication is based on implied and indirect
communication.

For example, we don’t say “Excuse me, could you turn on the air conditioner because I am
hot ? ”we say “It’s hot, isn’t it?”instead

As a result, it becomes difficult to communicate with Japanese people, and foreign people
prefer to stop communicating with them. Many people return home because they don't like
living in Japan.

That's why many foreigners say that even though they studied grammar and kanji very hard,
it didn't help much."

GA is chosen by many foreigners for the following reasons:

✓To study as cheaply as possible.
✓ To study in their own country and at their own place with peace of mind.
✓ To continue to improve skills of specialized fields, rather than spend time just studying
Japanese at school.
✓ To get confidence to speak Japanese and work in Japan,
✓ To appease parents who are worried about their children. They already know where their
children work.
✓ To avoid borrowing money to go to Japan.
✓ To understand Japanese animations in Japanese.
✓ To experience bonsai and tea ceremony.

So, why don’t you study Japanese with us using "Cool Japan manyuki" ?
If you don't have fun, your studies won't last. Cool Japan Manyuuki is not only about
learning Japanese words and grammar, but also traveling in Japan with a review game.
While traveling to 47 Japanese prefectures, please not only "understand" but also develop
Japanese language skills that can be used and spoken in everyday life

GA's e-learning focuses on "usable Japanese".
You don't have to memorise kanji that you don't use.
But you need to understand and speak so that you can communicate with Japanese people.
Also, you should understand Japanese culture and ways of thinking as possible.

Those will make you and Japan more connected.

【Work in Japan】
Instead of paying a human resources broker to go to Japan and going to Japan to work for a
company you don't like, you choose the job you want to do. We believe that this is why you
can study Japanese hard.

【Love Japanese culture and landscape】

You don’t want to work in Japan but you love Japan and its culture !
So let's have fun with GBC's e-learning. GA's e-learning has a page to play around with
Japan.
You can discover more fun places in Japan, such as famous sceneries all over Japan, places
that come out in anime, and new and interesting stories about Samurai so on.
In addition, you will be able to chat with a specialized teacher in an online group talk in GBC.
So you can talk online with people who have the same interests as you.
Your hobby will be more and more fun.

No matter what is your goal, GA's e-learning is the perfect tool which connects you to Japan.

Let's make your dream come true with GA's e-learning !

